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IGME IN SHORT

The Instituto Geológico y Minero de España (Geological Survey of Spain) 

– Senior (founded 1849) public research autonomous institution attached 
to the Ministry of Education and Science

– Main Earth Sciences Research Centre of Spain. Total 389 employees, 
291 graduates

– Specialized in various fields of activity such as geology, environment, 
hydrogeology, mineral resources, natural hazards and land use 
planning

– IGME facilities, including its headquarters, project offices in several 
places around the country, laboratories, warehouses, drill core 
repository , library and museum, are equipped with advanced 
technology and technical resources

– IGME is the national centre for the creation of knowledge 
infrastructure, information and R&D in Earth Sciences 

Who are we?
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OBJECTIVES

1. Map skills and knowledge in the EU and the third countries

2. Identify key knowledge gaps and emerging needs
3. Develop a roadmap for improving skills and knowledge
4. Develop common metrics and reference points for quality 

assurance and recognition of training
5. Develop a comprehensive competency model for 

employment across the primary and secondary raw 
materials sector

6. Establish common training programmes in the raw 
materials sectors

7. Creation of a self-sustainable long-term lasting 
international network of training centres for professionals 
in the raw materials sector
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OBJECTIVES
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• Implementation of the Raw Materials Initiative and achieving 
the objectives of the EIP on Raw Materials, in particular in 
terms of establishing and maintaining strong and sustainable 
relationships with the leading training institutions in the 
relevant countries;

• Increasing the EU competence and expertise in the field of the 
primary and secondary raw materials;

• Improved availability of qualified and skilled workforce leading 
to higher competitiveness of the EU raw materials industry;

• Enhancing the possibility for new cross-sectorial innovation;

• Fostering international cooperation;

• Generate a feasible, long-lasting international network of 
technical and vocational training centres for raw materials’ 
professionals.

EXPECTED RESULTS 
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THE CONSORTIUM

PILLAR 1. THE PROFESSIONALS 
• European Federation of Geologists (EFG) (WP3)
• American Geological Institute (AGI)
• Polish Association of Mineral Asset Valuators (PAMAV)
• Young Earth Scientists Network (YES Network)

PILLAR 2. THE EMPLOYERS
• EuroGeoSurveys (WP5)
• Association of Iberoamerican Geological and Mining Surveys

(ASGMI )
• Geological Survey of Spain (IGME-SP) (WP6) (WP7)
• Geological Survey of Greece (IGME-GR)
• Geological Survey of Hungary (MFGI)
• Geological Survey of Portugal (LNEG)
• Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU)
• Geological Survey of France (BRGM)
• Czech Geological Survey (CGS) 
• GeoInform of Ukraine (SRDE)

PILLAR 3. THE TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL 
ORGANISATIONS
• Leoben University (WP1)
• Polytechnic University of Madrid (WP4)
• Universities of Queensland and Western Australia
• La Palma Research Center (WP2)
• Coordinating Committee for Geoscience Programmes in East 

and Southern Asia (CCOP)

ADVISORY BOARD
• International Association for Promoting Geoethics (IAPG)
• European Technology Platform on Sustainable Mineral Resources (ETP SMR) 
• IndustriALL Global Union 
• European Association of Mining Industries, Metal Ores & Industrial Minerals (Euromines) 
• Anthropogenic Resources Working Group UNECE
• The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
• United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
• United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
• United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA)
• International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) 
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PROJECT STRUCTURE
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GLOBAL COVERAGE

GLOBAL AUDIENCE OF APPROXIMATELY 550 000 PROFESSIONALS FROM 

5 CONTINENTS
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CONTEXTUAL ENVIRONMENT AND LOGICAL APPROACH OF INTERMIN
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ACTIONS
• Defining a skills catalogue for the raw materials sector (WP1);

• Mapping and collecting worldwide information on existing technical and vocational training courses for raw 
materials industry professionals - including mid-level and professional skills, alongside high-level skills (WP1);

• Development of a international repository of existing training courses for the raw materials sector (WP1);

• Identification of existing gaps in education and training outcomes, considering existing and future employers needs 
(WP2);

• Integration of the appraisal of existing and emerging skills needs, and recommendations from past and existing 
EU projects on skills provision for the raw materials sector, in a robust roadmap on skills development (WP2);

• Definition of a comprehensive competency model for employment across the raw materials sector (WP2);

• Definition of best training practices and reference points for quality assurance and international recognition of 
training (WP3);

Immediate enhancement of existing training programmes, by filling existing gaps (introducing new topics) and 
incorporating training best practices (WP3);

• Development of joint technical and vocational training programmes for professionals (WP3);

• Designing the international network of raw materials training centres, and the corresponding strategic plan and 
infrastructure (WP4);

• Create an Online Educational platform for the raw materials sector (WP4);

• Expand the international network of raw materials training centres (WP4 and WP5);

• Dissemination and engagement with current and new stakeholders (WP5).

ACTIONS
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OUTPUTS
• Definition of existing and emerging skill gaps in the raw materials sector (D1.1, D1.2, D2.1)

• Creation of a ‘Integrated Competency Model’ for employment across the raw materials sector, 
defining the required mixes of skills, with capacity to proactively anticipate and adapt to changes in the 
skills mix (D2.3)

• Definition of a ‘International Qualification Framework’ for the raw materials sector, fostering the 
balance between global demand of professionals (by employers) and the offer of alumnae/graduates from 
mid-level, technical and professional courses (D3.1, D3.2, D3.3)

• Definition of a ‘Action Plan’ to close skill gaps and enhance existing education and training programmes 
for professionals (D3.4)

• Creation of a ‘Roadmap’ to tackle medium and long term skills’ needs (D2.2)

• Alignment of training agendas and curricula in Europe and worldwide, and development of 
cooperation plans among training providers and between them, the industry and professional 
organisations (D3.5, D4.4)

• Leveraging international cooperation on the provision of talent into the raw materials sector by 
setting an international network of raw materials training centres (D4.1, D4.2)

• Optimized interaction and collaboration among training centres throughout an open online Educational 
platform (D4.4) 

• Promotion of continuous professional development in the primary and secondary materials sector 
(D3.3)

OUTPUTS 
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION & IMPLEMENTATION

INTERMIN will tackle the shortage of a raw materials’ skilled workforce in Europe 
by advancing a holistic approach, taking into consideration: 
1) current and future employers’ needs (assuming different contexts and 

technological scenarios) and available skills provision; 
2) The dynamic balance of demand and educational  supply in different world 

regions; and 
3) The alignment of training and industry cyclicity

The methodological approach combines collection of primary data (surveys, 
interviews) and secondary data (desk research and benchmarking), to advance of 
a new paradigm for optimized interaction and collaboration between training 
centres, employers and professionals.

The project will optimize future interaction and collaboration in Europe and 
internationally with the help of the INTERMIN online educational platform. 
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METHODOLOGY

European Qualifications Framework
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METHODOLOGY

Building blocks of INTERMIN competence model
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LOGICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE COMPETENCES CATALOGUE
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FROM SKILL CATALOGUE ONWARDS
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INTERMIN COMPETENCE MODEL
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INTERMIN COMPETENCE MODEL
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INTERMIN PORTAL

IT infrastructure of the INTERMIN portal (https://portal.interminproject.org/
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INTERMIN PORTAL: https://portal.interminproject.org/ 
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INTERMIN PORTAL
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INTERMIN PORTAL
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INTERMIN PORTAL

The INTERMIN portal allows to make simple searches of the more adequate training by 

study programs 
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INTERMIN PORTAL
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INTERMIN PORTAL

Search by institutions 
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INTERMIN PORTAL

T Search by geographical location 
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GUIDE

The portal will also be linked to a dedicated webpage (hyperlink) detailing university 

programmes (Bachelor and Master) offered by European Universities (GUIDE)
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NEXT WORKS

•Populate the training centers 
database: reach over 1000

•Diffusion of the portal

•Business plan



THANKS VERY MUCH !!

Strike with thy rod while thou beg to thy God


